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— Disclaimer —
You don’t need to utilize all the information here today to get a
research position, and everybody's experience will be diﬀerent when
trying to get one. This is simply a collection of information we’ve
gathered from interviewing various individuals experiences, along
with our own, that we believe can serve as a good base of knowledge.
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What to do before looking for research positions
○ Identify the ﬁeld you want to work in
○ How to read/skim published literature (brief
overview)
Types of “entry points” towards a research position
○ Research programs
○ Cold emailing
○ Job posting websites
○ Miscellaneous
Q&A
How to look for:
○ Research programs
○ Research positions via job posting websites
○ Labs to cold email
How to cold email
○ Formatting/things to attach
○ After sending the email
Q&A

What to do before looking
for research positions

A PI’s Perspective
●

●

They want to spend time training a dedicated and highly motivated individual from the ground up
○ Many PIs have an almost "vetting" process to test undergraduates dedication, reliability, attitude,
attention to detail, etc.
■ This isn’t always the case but you should keep that in mind
■ Asking what the role/trajectory will look like if accepted into the position is a great question
Hence, it’s important to ﬁnd a ﬁeld you’re interested/motivated to do research in and also willing to spend a
long amount of time there
○ Being that we’re transfer students, typically a “long time” means the remainder of our undergraduate
years
○ If trying to land a position as a senior or towards the end of your junior year, it's important to sell them
on your skills and abilities
○ Many PIs want at least a 10 hr/week commitment during the school year, or it's not "worth it" for them

How to identify if a ﬁeld is a good ﬁt
●
●

●

●

Important, but don’t get hung up on looking for the “perfect” position since undergrad isn’t very long and
positions are limited
Questions to ask yourself:
○ Do you have the patience to spend hours upon hours in that lab in order to get results from an
experiment?
○ Are you passionate enough to spend countless hours working on a project and have the patience to repeat
experiments multiple times?
The quickest way to get booted from a lab and/or end up with poor reference letters is to not show up when
you're supposed to, not fulﬁll your responsibilities in a reasonable amount of time, etc.
○ It's better to not have research experience for a quarter on your CV rather than have experience in which
you didn't perform well
A ﬁeld is a good ﬁt if you can take these things into account:
○ Patience tedious work for a long period of time in order to get results/data
○ Interest when reading published literature of that ﬁeld, with an inquisitive mindset (referring to the
ability to formulate questions when learning new concepts)

How to read/skim published literature
●

●

The goal when reading published literature isn’t to completely understand what they’re talking about, it’s just
to grasp the concepts to a point where you feel OK chatting about it
○ Remember: these PI’s, post-docs, and grad students have been at these topics for years and years, don’t
feel like you’ve got to understand every little detail!
○ If there was something in the paper you didn't understand, ask the PI to further explain—this shows that
you're interested in their work
Some PI’s might have reviews on the topic they’re researching, other PI’s might not, but the majority of them
should have recently published papers you should spend 1-2 hours reading
○ Skim ﬁrst:
■ Read the abstract, titles of each section, and then the discussion/conclusion, then move onto the
next section that will be most relevant to your purpose for reading it
■ You should also look at graphics/tables and read the description
○ Then read through each section, skip over experimental details, take notes if you want to
■ Mainly just to solidify your understanding of the “big picture” they’ve accomplished with their
research in the paper, see if you can paraphrase their ﬁndings in 1-2 paragraphs

Types of “entry points”

●

●

Research
Programs
●

One of the ﬁrst things that come to mind when looking for a
research position, the URC has many good options worth
exploring
Pros
○ Can accommodate for individuals coming from
disadvantaged or under-represented backgrounds
○ Provides solid support with funding/stipend (varies from
program to program)
○ There’s an organized support system in place, with a
more personalized one on one mentoring/advising
○ It’s a nicely structured formal process way to get into a
lab if you can get in
○ Most, if not all programs, help you get a lab position
Cons
○ Can be very competitive, depending on the program
○ Typically has certain background requirements that not
everyone will meet
■ Although, the MURALS programs is open to most
majors

●
●

●

Cold
emailing
●

This is the most “traditional” way of getting a lab position
Consists of looking for a lab and cold emailing the PI
expressing your desire to join
○ You can also email grad students or post-docs in a lab
that’s working on a project you might be interested in
Pros
○ Most direct way to get a research position
○ You learn a lot when searching for various labs to cold
email
○ For the most part, you’re not competing against anyone
else
○ Great for networking
○ Great way to ﬁnd opportunities outside your major
Cons
○ Takes a lot of googling, emailing, time, and patience
○ Lots of uncertainty when using this method, PI’s might
not respond until days later
○ Joining a lab can be very informal, there might not even
be a typical interview process—but always treat it as
relatively formal!

●

Job
posting
websites

●

●

This “entry point” typically isn’t very well received, at least
when looking for an undergraduate position
○ Usually the people who go through job position websites
are those have already graduated and looking for a junior
specialist position
Pros
○ It’s a possible entry point
○ Good way to see which places are looking to hire or take
on undergrads without asking anyone
○ It can be a useful tool for UGs to check out so they have
a sense of options following post-grad
Cons
○ Not many available job postings
○ Can take months before you hear back
○ Not the best option if you’re looking at time eﬃciency, it
takes a lot of time applying for little results
○ More competitive
○ Many of these are external and not at UC Davis

●

●

Miscellaneous
●

●
●

If you are in a class, small or large, you can always go to the
oﬃce hours to learn more about the research
○ Sit in the front, answer questions (even if you’re wrong!),
and ask lots of questions
○ Being able to ﬁnd mentors who you identify and feel
comfortable with is important, ask them about their
story and how they got there or for articles to read
○ Can also start with a TA and build up to professors
You can email head PIs of certain labs asking if you can sit in
during their lab meetings or journal clubs
○ This can depend on the PI’s preference, some might
prefer you join ﬁrst
Twitter is a surprisingly great way to ﬁnd out about positions
○ Follow profs that you might want to work for as well as
their grad students, etc.
The undergraduate thesis can also be a great way to
demonstrate research experience
One con that broadly applies to any lab position:
○ You’re more likely to be assigned a grad student or
postdoc as a supervisor and then given instructions on
what to do as opposed to working personally with a PI

Q&A

How to look for
positions

Research Programs
●

●

●
●
●

URC at UC Davis is a good resource for internal research programs: https://urc.ucdavis.edu/programs
○ EEOP Programs are also useful: https://eeop.ucdavis.edu/upper-division
○ UC Davis also has a Vertically Integrated Projects (VIP) program that works with AvenueB and
AvenueE: https://vip.ucdavis.edu/
If looking for more external research programs, you can check the National Science Foundation, where they
have lists of Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU)
○ https://www.nsf.gov/crssprgm/reu/reu_search.jsp
Research programs usually want a resume, potentially a cover letter, and then want you to answer some essay
questions
A key tip is to apply early, you don’t know whether a research program has a rolling admissions basis or not
It never hurts to email the directors of said research programs and explain your situation/ask if there are
potential spots for the future

Job Posting Sites
●
●
●

●

The main job posting site UC Davis uses is Handshake
Typically only requires a resume and cover letter to apply, then maybe 1 or 2 interviews
Some things you want to keep an eye out for when looking at a job posting:
○ Date it was posted, ideally apply for positions posted less than 1 month ago
○ If you can ﬁnd out who posted the listing, you can adjust your resume to better ﬁt the individual
since many job postings are done by hiring coordinators or lab managers, not necessarily the PI
○ Job description/requirements, so you can better hone your resume/cover letter towards the skill
set they’re looking for
If you are not having much luck, try using the job posting sites to see who is hiring undergraduates, and
emailing the staﬀ there
○ Emails are personable and could allow for better response times

Lab Websites
●
●

Cold-Emailing faculty at lab websites is a good way to reach out to those who are doing speciﬁc research you
are interested in
Find a list of professors/PI’s that are doing research in your ﬁeld of interest, and each individual PI’s lab
website
○ Make sure to look at both their UCD (or whatever university) website and their own website that they
built outside of the institution
○ Many PI’s will list what they want from UG’s if they are going to apply for a position (or sometimes even
have a direct messaging system built into their site), so make sure you check that out
○ PIs can be on twitter, you can take a look to get an idea of who they are and how you would tailor the
email/interview

Lab Websites (cont.)
●

Places to look:
○ Your colleges website that contains a list of faculty/professors, which can lead you to each person's lab
website
■ Also major departments usually have a list of faculty with links to their websites
○ If your ﬁeld is big enough, say for example, cancer research, UCD might have a center surrounding that
particular topic (ie, UCD comprehensive cancer center)
■ These centers typically conduct a lot of research as well, and you can ﬁnd lists of individuals with
their own labs on those websites
○ The classes you’re enrolled in might have a professor who owns their own research lab as well
■ If you do well in their class, you can email them to express your interest in their research

What to look for in Lab Websites
●
●
●

●
●

Look for a page describing their research and spend 1-2 hours reading their research
Look at how often they publish, ideally you want a lab with a high publication rate
○ Most labs at UCD publish at least every 2 years, if not every year (depends on ﬁeld)
Current Lab Members
○ Are there any undergraduates?
○ Size of the lab?
■ A large lab size might mean you want to email graduate students or assistants to the PI instead
■ Don’t be intimidated by the size—they may be willing to take on more undergrads if you show
enough interest
Any indication that they are willing to take on undergrads
○ Some labs have clear expectations and a messaging system or who to contact
Talk to current students in the lab
○ Could be via LinkedIn, etc
○ See how they enjoy the ﬁt, grad students working in the lab are also a great resource!

How to cold email

Email tips
●
●
●
●

Once you’ve identiﬁed a PI to cold email, you want to craft an email that succinctly and clearly explains your
interest, enthusiasm and commitment to their research
Try not to make a template for emailing labs, it’s better to spend the extra time to personalize the email for
each PI as it allows you to demonstrate your interest/passion for their research better.
At most, keep the email to a maximum of 2-3 paragraphs, with a max of 7 sentences in the entire email—profs
spend a lot of time reading emails!
They should be able to skim your email and get the main points in less than 30 seconds
○ If you can make your point in 1 sentence, then do it
○ Don’t be afraid to name drop classes, professors, or programs. Even if it’s “Professor XYZ recommended
your lab” or “I greatly enjoyed your ABC 200 class.”

Email tips (cont.)
●

●

The timing of when you send cold emails is critical
○
Send them at least a few months ahead of when you’d be interested in starting
○
However, it is possible that some PIs may want folks to start ASAP, so make your own timing very clear
in your initial email
○
“Don’t let your poor planning turn into another person’s emergency” that is, avoid emailing PIs with a
“need” for them to bring you on ASAP—everything needs to be on their terms
○
In regard to timing throughout the academic year:
■
Avoid sending emails right at the end of a quarter or right after the quarter ends since many PIs
are teaching and are just as (if not more) ﬂustered and stressed than you are during that time
○
Try to avoid sending emails over the weekend
■
When PI’s open up their inbox on Monday, it’s likely they will have a heap of emails to attend to
and yours might get buried
If you can, ﬁnding a professional/peer to lean on can be crucial since they can provide more insight about how
certain departments are on-campus
○ Leaning on friends, parents, graduate students, and even other professors to receive feedback before
you send the email can be very helpful

Formatting the email
●

●

First Paragraph:
○ Be sure to wish them well, then introduce yourself
○ Express your interest in their research with one sentence
■ Also, mention what you found interesting in the papers you've read that they've published!
○ Let them know your desire to set up a meeting with them to talk about a potential undergrad research
position in their lab
■ Additionally, you could try asking to set up a meeting just to talk about their research and ask if
they have a position when you attend
■ Many PI’s will redirect you to a grad student or postdoc—this is ok! You can still ask the grad
student if they would be willing to take on an undergrad
Second Paragraph:
○ Thank them for taking the time to read your email and then express your excitement to hear back from
them
○ Let them know you attached your resume

Formatting the email (cont.)
●

●

Things to attach:
○ Your resume/CV and anything else they might have listed on their website to include in an email
○ For social sciences/humanities: have a writing sample prepared in case you are asked to provide one, and
make sure to proofread before submitting it
■ A writing sample is typically a 2-3 page write up/essay from a previous class that demonstrates your
writing abilities
Remember to proofread, make sure there’s no typos!

Examples of emails

Sudev

Examples of emails (cont.)

Dennis

Examples of emails (cont.)

Matt

A er the email
●
●
●

Wait at least 1 - 2 weeks before sending a follow-up email, it’s totally possible that they might have missed it
or they had a very busy week
You can also simultaneously contact grad students in the lab
If you’re planning on sending out emails to more than one lab, it’s a good idea to stagger them and not send
out a mass of emails so you won’t have to juggle multiple responses/interviews in a short time span.
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